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Almost a third of German internet users read online consumer reviews (OCRs) to 

gather information on products they want to buy (Statista, 2019). However, what 

information lies within these reviews, and how do they change over time? Common 

knowledge suggests that reviews should change as time passes, e.g. when video 

games or electronics become outdated. But does this hold true for ‘real-life’, 

observed ratings? 

The master thesis will explore amazon ratings and reviews, and offer possible 

explanations of the observed patterns. Therefore, the thesis will include a short 

literature review and an analysis of amazon rating and review data 

(http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/index.html). As the files are very large and 

text data requires special methods of analysis, the analysis requires a device with 

sufficient working memory and should be done using the R software for statistical 

computing (R Core Team, 2019). Students interested in this topic should have prior 

knowledge of R or be willing to obtain it (a tutorial for R basics can be found at 

https://swirlstats.com/, a tutorial on text analysis can be found at 

https://tm4ss.github.io/). 
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